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Abstract. Elimination of boron-oxygen related degradation (BO-LID) in a coupled fast firing and regeneration belt furnace 
setup with halogen lamps was investigated. A design of experiment layout was used to systematically change the processing 
parameters peak firing temperature, belt velocity and illumination intensity in the regeneration tool. The results indicate 
that a certain threshold illumination intensity is required using typical firing conditions to yield almost complete 
regeneration. Incomplete regeneration is observed below that threshold intensity. This can be explained by insufficient 
optical heating and in consequence temperatures too low so that, even though the regeneration process starts as intended, 
it simply takes too long and is not completed within processing time in the regeneration tool. The results also demonstrate 
that small variations in firing conditions and precursor quality fluctuations are of minor influence for the regeneration 
process and that regeneration, for a sufficient illumination setting, can be achieved in a 15 to 30 second timeframe by a 
regeneration tool based on halogen lamps. 

INTRODUCTION 

Boron-oxygen related light-induced degradation (BO-LID) of excess charge carrier lifetime is a significant 
obstacle for boron-doped Czochralski (Cz) silicon wafer based solar cells especially as it opposes the development of 
high efficiency cell structures (e.g. PERC, passivated emitter and rear cell) generally benefitting from high excess 
charge carrier lifetimes. Fortunately, it is possible to eliminate that obstacle by means of illuminated annealing at 
elevated temperatures (called regeneration [1], permanent deactivation [2], or hydrogen passivation [3]). Basically, 
illumination (or more precisely generation of excess charge carriers) at elevated temperatures for a certain period of 
time is essential to completely eliminate BO-LID [1,2]. 

Two scenarios leading to incomplete regeneration and thus probably instable cell performance are imaginable. 
(I) Even though temperature and illumination conditions are sufficient to passivate the majority of BO-related defects 
in long-term equilibrium, the treatment duration is chosen (unwillingly) too short to reach that equilibrium. (II) Even 
though treatment duration is chosen long enough to almost reach long-term equilibrium, inappropriate temperature 
and illumination conditions result in a reaction equilibrium in which not the majority of BO-related defects is 
passivated [4,5,6]. Although both scenarios may result in degraded solar cell performance even after that illuminated 
annealing treatment, the implications for optimization are completely different. While an increase in temperature 
and/or illumination in the first scenario would speed up reactions and thus reduce the duration needed to reach 
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equilibrium, the second scenario would rather require a decrease of temperature and/or an increase in illumination in 
order to shift equilibrium towards more passivated defects [4,5,6]. In reality, optimized operation conditions for the 
elimination of BO-LID then lie between those two extreme scenarios and for mass production a coupled firing and 
regeneration tool with compact design and manufacturing conditions to enable fast regeneration in a 10 to 30 s 
timeframe is essential for practical BO-LID mitigation. 

Within this contribution, an industrially applicable approach using a coupled fast firing and regeneration tool 
(c.FIRE REG 9.600 from centrotherm international AG) in form of an illuminated (halogen lamps) belt furnace is 
presented. Furthermore, the effect of varying the free experimental parameters peak firing temperature, belt velocity 
and illumination intensity on regeneration completeness is shown. 

EXPERIMENT 

State-of-the-art 6'' boron-doped PERC-type solar cell precursors (≈ 1.6 Ωcm, ≈ 150 μm base thickness) with 
SiOx/SiNx:H rear side passivation were prepared right up to the firing step. The samples were divided into two major 
groups. The first group was sent through the fast firing furnace while the regeneration tool was switched off in order 
to get a baseline reference while the second group was treated directly after firing. Both major groups were further 
divided into sub-groups within a three parameter design of experiment (DoE). The three experimentally accessible 
parameters as main potential influence factors for the regeneration process were peak firing temperature, belt velocity 
and illumination intensity in the regeneration tool (see Fig. 1(a) for DoE layout). 

The peak firing temperature and/or the subsequent cool-down ramp were found to influence the regeneration rate 
and are therefore crucial to enable fast regeneration [4,7]. The belt velocity determines not only the actually reached 
sample peak temperature and the cool-down ramp, but also the illuminated annealing duration in the regeneration tool. 
Last, illumination intensity (and thus excess charge carrier injection) is found to influence the kinetics of degradation 
[8] and regeneration [9]. Furthermore, it should be mentioned that temperature within the regeneration tool 
(influencing the kinetics as well [1,2]) is not a free parameter but a consequence of heating by illumination and cooling 
by the surroundings (by contact, convection and radiation) as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 1. (a) DoE layout for the experimentally accessible parameters with inscribed central-composite-design (blue points), 
reference groups (black) and additional points for the intensity (red). The firing conditions center point (at the central point 

regarding the intensity, marked by a larger blue point) was determined prior in a test for the optimal firing conditions. The green 
and blue plane represent the parameter space for a fixed firing temperature and a fixed belt velocity, respectively. (b) 

Temperature profiles of samples fired under identical conditions (815°C, 6.6 m/min) with the regeneration tool switched off 
(dashed line) and with varying illumination intensity (solid lines). Method of determination of the mean peak temperature during 

regeneration is shown. The timeframe for regeneration lies roughly between 15 to 30 seconds. 
 
To reveal the success of the treatment, a subsequent stability test (intentional degradation) at low temperature 

(≈ 35°C) and low intensity (≈ 0.15 suns jsc equivalent [10]) is used to distinguish between regenerated solar cells (as 
intended) and instable solar cells. A direct comparison of absolute solar cell parameters like Voc or efficiency alone is 
not suitable due to fluctuations in precursor quality, especially if the influence of BO-LID on these parameters is not 
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too dominant and other disturbances occur. Furthermore, the influence of the metastable FeB defect (if present) or 
long term effects like surface passivation instability might complicate interpretation. If samples suffer from FeB, a 
determination of this influence through additional measurements (following dark storage and illumination) after the 
intentional degradation of BO are necessary for a meaningful interpretation. 

A comparison of delta values (difference of properties like Voc before and after degradation), however, harbours 
the danger of misinterpretation since both, a completely degraded and a completely regenerated solar cell (or a 
mixture), would show no change during a stability test at degradation conditions. An additional obstacle with this 
method is the elimination of the influence of the regeneration process on absolute values and two scenarios are possible 
if regeneration has worked as intended. (I) Solar cells with a proper regeneration treatment have a significant higher 
absolute Voc (e.g. 670 mV) compared to solar cells without treatment (e.g. 655 mV) and evaluation of the success can 
simply be done by comparing them. (II) Even though a regeneration process was applied and BO was eliminated, solar 
cells could be close or even lower in Voc compared to solar cells without or insufficient treatment (e.g. both at 670 mV) 
that, however, will still suffer from BO-LID and show losses. If the first scenario occurs simply comparing absolute 
values will work for the evaluation of the treatment. However, the second scenario might be a more realistic case and 
requires additional consideration. If the regeneration process has an influence on Voc, investigating delta values (to 
eliminate precursor quality influence and firing conditions) and absolute values (to quantify that the treatment has no 
negative impact on Voc) is necessary to complete the evaluation. 

RESULTS 

After subsequent intentional degradation depicted in Fig. 2(a) for several DoE sub-groups (all with same firing 
conditions as shown in Fig. 1(b)), samples behave systematically. The reference group (regeneration tool switched 
off, dashed line in Fig. 2(a)) shows a drop in Voc (very similar across all sub-groups) revealing the general extent of 
BO-LID. Samples of the main group (open symbols, solid lines) behave systematically different. Depending on the 
applied illumination intensity in the regeneration tool, BO-LID is weaker or hardly detectable anymore with the trend 
of less degradation with increasing illumination intensity. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 2. Change in Voc for the subsequent intentional degradation treatment (a) with varying illumination intensity in the 
regeneration tool (fixed peak firing temperature and belt velocity). Fig. 1(b) presents the corresponding firing profiles for these 
samples. (b) Effect of FeB pairing (in darkness) and dissociation (under illumination) on Voc subsequent to the stability test for 

the same samples as in (a). 
 
In the context of Fig. 2(a) it should be noted that the second measurement (before degradation) was carried out 

after storage in the dark while the third measurement was carried out after illumination for 24 h. These different 
conditions prior to measurements result in a different state of FeB pairs: after dark storage FeB pairs are the dominant 
species, while interstitial iron (Fei) is dominant after illumination. As excess carrier lifetime at Δn(Voc) is lower for 
FeB than for Fei, Voc should be reduced in the paired state. Fig. 2(b) shows that the samples are indeed affected by 
FeB pairs and in consequence a correction for the corresponding shift in Voc for the data presented in Fig. 2(a) was 
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performed. Without this correction samples that are showing no or almost no degradation (illumination intensity 
≥ 60%) would respond from step 2 to 3 with an increase in Voc (exemplary shown in Fig. 2(a), closed symbols, solid 
lines). A determination of the influence of FeB on Voc was carried out after the stability test was stopped. 

For applicability in mass production, a stable regeneration process for different firing conditions and fluctuations 
in solar cell precursor quality would be beneficial. These parameters would mainly influence the solar cell’s electrical 
properties, mainly efficiency, jsc and Voc and result in higher or lower values. In Fig. 3(a) the (FeB corrected) open 
circuit voltage before and after intentional degradation for a selection of samples treated at the same intensity (colored 
coded) but fired at different temperature and belt velocity combinations (not separately marked) are presented. If the 
response of solar cells regarding BO-LID is neither selective to different firing conditions (if not varied widely) nor 
to fluctuations in precursor quality, Voc should be positioned along a linear iso-intensity line which can indeed be 
observed in Fig. 3(a) for each illumination intensity. For increasing intensities, the iso-intensity lines are found to shift 
parallel upwards and therefore it can be concluded that regeneration has worked as intended. In consequence, the iso-
intensity line for a complete BO-LID mitigation can be described as BO-LID free line (dot-dashed line in Fig. 3(a)). 
The BO-LID free line then indicates that there is no change in Voc during intentional degradation (if other influences 
are neglected). 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 3. (a) Open circuit voltage of samples before and after degradation treated at different illumination intensities. Every 
intensity setting contains, according to the DoE layout (see Fig. 1(a)), sub-groups fired under different conditions. An 

exemplarily shift for the influence of FeB for samples measured after dark storage (before degradation) is demonstrated (filled 
symbols). Color coded lines represent linear fits for every intensity setting across different firing conditions (b) Change in Voc 

with FeB correction for all sub-groups (black open squares) and without FeB correction (blue open circles, optimal firing 
conditions sub-groups only) versus applied illumination intensity and corresponding mean peak temperature (see Fig. 1(b)). In 
both cases every sub-group contains several samples and every symbol stands for an averaged value across those samples. The 
error bars represent the precursor fluctuations in each group (the actual measurement accuracy of Voc is in the ± 0.2 mV range). 

The guide to the eye (black solid line) is given by a logistic growth curve. 
 
With intensity as the major influencing factor, a closer examination of this parameter dependence is illustrated in 

Fig. 3(b) for the change in Voc for all sub-groups as function of the applied intensity (temperature) in the regeneration 
tool. As mentioned above, the absolute value of Voc would be better suited for the evaluation, however, different 
precursor qualities make the usage difficult. From Fig. 3(b) it can be seen that samples without treatment (reference 
group) show the highest losses. Increasing illumination intensity reduces these losses and for intensity levels exceeding 
60%, losses are in the 0.2 to 1.5 mV range thus meaning that the applied regeneration process in the coupled firing 
and regeneration tool mostly eliminated BO-LID even with some intensity (temperature) buffer. The dependency can 
be described by a logistic growth curve. The remaining losses might not be related to BO-LID but to additional effects, 
e.g. a long-term instability as observed during the intentional degradation in Fig. 2(a). 

The mean peak temperature in the regeneration tool (see Fig. 1(b)) shows a similar correlation, however, as 
intensity and temperature in the regeneration tool are linked, this is not surprising. Nevertheless, it explains the 
observed behaviour: for illumination with lower intensities, temperature (see mean peak temperature notes in 
Fig. 3(b)) in the regeneration tool remains too low for a sufficiently fast regeneration process so that it results in an 
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incomplete regeneration during the transit. The observed loss in Voc for lower intensities is the result of an incomplete 
degradation (for a completely degraded sample the change in Voc would be zero) and an insufficient duration during 
transit under the given conditions. Temperatures too high will also be unfavourable as an increase in the redegradation 
rate [9] will result in instable solar cells thus limiting the applicability of halogen lamp based treatments if regeneration 
is not fast enough or temperature is not controlled through additional cooling or adjustments in treatment duration. 
 

 
FIGURE 4. Comparison of averaged Voc for DoE sub-groups at center point firing conditions before (black squares) and after 

degradation (red circles). The presented data was corrected for the influence of FeB and error bars represent precursor 
fluctuations (the reference group at 0% contains only one sample therefore no error bar was used). 

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 5. Fit for the change in Voc (a) and for the change in efficiency (b) with polynomial terms up to a second order 
correlation for the main influencing factors. DoE layout positions in the parameter space (with additional points for the intensity) 

are marked by white points (white dashed line for the respective center point). In (a) the change in Voc is illustrated for a fixed 
belt velocity (6.6 m/min, blue plane in Fig. 1(a)) and in (b) the change in efficiency for a fixed firing temperature (815°C, blue 

plane in Fig. 1(b)). The black point indicates the position of the maximum according to the fit. 
 
As mentioned before comparing delta values only, as presented in Fig. 3(b), is not necessarily sufficient to clarify 

if the treatment was successful though this method eliminates precursor fluctuations and the influence of different 
firing conditions and can visualize the BO regeneration effectiveness nicely. To clarify this point a comparison 
between Voc before and after degradation of the (same) optimal firing conditions sub-group is illustrated in Fig. 4. The 
distribution of Voc before degradation (black open squares) lies within a 4 mV range and fluctuations are expected to 
be caused mainly by precursor quality fluctuations. The subsequent degradation (red open circles) demonstrates the 
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expected drop in Voc for cells without treatment (and with low treatment intensities) as well as the successful 
regeneration for increasing intensities since Voc stays almost stable. 

 
The experimental layout with a DoE approach (Fig. 1(a)) allows to systematically investigate a wide range of 

settings in the parameter space and to reduce the number of total experiments. In Fig. 5 the result for a polynomial fit 
with terms up to a second order correlation for the change in Voc and the change in efficiency are presented for the 
blue (fixed belt velocity) and green plane (fixed firing set temperature) in Fig. 1(a), respectively. For this purpose, the 
average value per sub-group for the change in Voc and for the change in efficiency were determined thus mostly 
eliminating precursor quality fluctuations. The fit confirms the expected strong dependence of the regeneration process 
on the applied illumination intensity but also a certain influence of belt velocity (not shown for Voc) and peak firing 
temperature (not shown for efficiency) and the influence can be understood in the context of the hydrogen release and 
its impact on the regeneration rate [4]. From Fig. 5(a) and (b) an intensity setting in the range of 60 to 85% (≈ 250 to 
290°C) seems to be best suited for BO regeneration while firing temperature (≈ 810 to 845°C) and belt velocity (≈ 6.3 
to 6.8 m/min) overlap the firing conditions range for metallization completely. The results show that both processes 
can be adjusted independently, at least for the investigated solar cells.  

CONCLUSIONS 

An almost complete mitigation of BO-LID by an illumination based treatment in a coupled fast firing and 
regeneration tool was presented. Different firing conditions in the investigated parameter space or precursor quality 
fluctuations were found to be of minor significance for BO-LID mitigation thus illumination remains the dominating 
factor. Increasing illumination results in a parallel shift of iso-intensity lines towards a BO-LID free line. The course 
of the change in Voc before incipient redegradation as function of illumination (temperature) is describable by a logistic 
growth curve. Temperatures too low or treatment durations too short result in incomplete regeneration and 
temperatures too high result in a more dominant redegradation. A successful regeneration for the investigated solar 
cells was possible within a process window of ≈ 60% to ≈ 85% for the illumination setting. 

The results demonstrate the possibility of a fast regeneration process by a coupled system and that, despite a 
variation in firing temperature, belt velocity and precursor quality, stabilized solar cells are obtainable in mass 
production. 
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